Aristo Graph Larger 2x3 and 4x5 Replacement lamps.

Enlargers: Graphlarger 23
Coverage: 2 x 3 inch

Enlargers: Graphlarger 45
Coverage: 4 x 5 inch

Caution:
Instructions are for guidance only. Aristo/Voltarc will not be responsible for any damage to lamp or lamp housing for items improperly installed.

Graph Lager History Notes:
For those of you who are interested in some history on Graflex, Inc.

When I looked into the Graflex files in September 2008:

There is not much in the old files in the way of correspondence. Most letters in the files reference PO’s for the 4x5 and 2x3 Graphlarger lamps.

- 1950: Graflex, Inc. - Legal manufacturing agreement between CGL Laboratories, Inc. (Referred to as “Aristo Cold Light Packs”) for the lamps used in the Graphlarger. I don’t understand this reference unless this CGL entity was a legal maneuvering.
- 1964: Graflex, Inc. a subsidiary of General Precision Equipment Corporation Rochester NY 14603.
- Preliminary drawing of the Electronic Flash from Graflex.
- Letters indicating various applications for animation cameras, for spot TV commercials in color and various customer requests for different lamp colors.

Example:
“W31 is particularly suitable for use with black and white and color duping, slide making, etc. You have indicated that the W28 has been specifically designed for Ektacolor Type C paper. W28 very warm pink source and is very slow on the black and white work.”
“The W31 is faster on the black and white and is ideal for color coping, duping, slide making, etc. For Ektacolor paper, excessive filtering to achieve the proper balance may slow up this source too much.

- 1967 An exploratory note referencing the discontinuance of the Graphlarger
- 1973 Singer Graflex, Inc. PO cancellation - last correspondence.